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Success stories from 7 years of ESA CCI Soil Moisture  
The ESA CCI SM team has successfully implemented the most consistent long-term global soil 
moisture data record based on active and passive microwave sensors from 1978 to 2018. 

In the past 7 years, 7 public ESA CCI SM product versions were released and we 
are pleased to announce the 8th version, the publication of ESA CCI SM v04.4.

At the time of the ESA CCI SM v04.4 product release, more than 6000 users 
worldwide have registered. The table shows further ESA CCI SM achievements.

As outlined in the illustrations on the next pages, the ESA CCI SM product 
has come a long way: from the release of ESA CCI SM product version v0.1 in 
year 2012 to v04.4 in 2018. This latest version combines various single-sensor 
active and passive microwave soil moisture products into 3 daily harmonised 
products – ACTIVE, PASSIVE and COMBINED.
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Achievements

Citations 1021

Version releases 8

User workshops 3

Registered users > 6.000

User countries 145 

http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/dataregistration


The figure outlines the data density of ESA CCI SM v0.1 (top), v02.0-v02.2 (middle), and v03.2 (bottom) for the period January 2007 – December 2010, 
expressed as the total number of daily observations per time period divided by the number of days spanning that time period (from Dorigo et al., 2017).



We are pleased to announce the publication of a new ESA CCI SM 
product version. The ESA CCI SM v04.4 is based on the algorithms 
used to create ESA CCI SM v04.2, released in January 2018 and 
continues the combination of various single-sensor active and 
passive microwave soil moisture products into the three harmonised 
daily products: ACTIVE, PASSIVE and COMBINED. The ESA CCI SM 
v04.4 data release extends the ESA CCI SM data record to the end 
of June 2018, providing now almost 40 years of complete and 
comprehensive global soil moisture time series at 25 km spatial 
resolution. The ESA CCI SM v04.4 includes input from the validation 
activities carried out by the team on ESA CCI SM v04.2. 

With ESA CCI SM v04.2 a couple of new features were introduced 
including GLDAS Noah soil temperature and Snow Water Equivalent 
estimates used to mask out unreliable retrievals before CDF-
Matching (COMBINED only). Triple colocation (TC) error estimation 
(all products) are undertaken and “frozen” flags of active products 
are now used to mask out unreliable retrievals in the passive 
products and vice versa (COMBINED only) (from (Dorigo et al., 
2017)).

Download the ESA CCI SM v04.4 from the ESA CCI soil moisture 
project website here: https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/

Release of ESA CCI SM v04.4  
The ESA CCI SM v04.4 is based on the algorithms used to create ESA CCI SM v04.2, released 
in January 2018. 

The ESA CCI version releases, from the beginning of the project in 2012 until the latest release 
ESA CCI SM version v04.4. 

By combining two or more datasets the ESA CCI SM product 
increases the likelihood of having at least one observation for a 
given day and pixel, hence, reducing the number of data gaps. 

The version development is clearly reflected by the average temporal 
observation density, which shows remarkable improvements from 
version to version. While version ESA CCI SM v0.1 only used 
MetOp-A ASCAT and AMSR-E data for the period January 2007 – 
December 2010, ESA CCI SM v02.2 additionally included Windsat.

With the release of ESA CCI SM v03.2 SMOS was introduced. This 
is visible e.g. for the eastern USA, where the average observation 
frequency in this period has approximately doubled with respect to 
the first release as illustrated on the previous page.

To learn more read the article of Dorigo et al. (2017), 
Doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.07.001

https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/index.php?q=dataregistration
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.07.001
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.07.001
http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/dataregistration


In the past 7 years we went from the successful development of a 
prototype, built upon the active and passive microwave sensors within 
an R&D context to a globally known, quasi-operational framework 
of complete and consistent time series of multi-sensor global soil 
moisture data. 

The use of the ESA CCI SM product in the Bulletin of the American 
Meteorological Society (BAMS) State of the Climate reports shows 
the maturity of the dataset. Moreover, the vast amount of users from 
various communities across the globe highlights the importance of 
Earth observation (EO) soil moisture time series, not only in climate 
studies.

Our global user community
The ESA CCI SM project has combined research, development, testing and operations to 
create an operational, scientific state of the art, soil moisture dataset. 

Our key to success
Every version of the ESA CCI SM product has been verified and validated by the project 
team and key users, including support of a great scientific community.
Throughout the project lifetime, the ESA CCI SM product has directly 
been cited by the publication of over 780 peer reviewed papers 
worldwide. 5 new user registrations per day show the interest in 
consistent long-term global soil moisture data, increasing every 
year.

In 2004 soil moisture was recognised as an essential climate 
variable (ECV) and in 2010 added to the list of terrestrial ECVs 
by the Global Climate Observation System (GCOS). With the 
recurrent use of ESA CCI Soil Moisture in the yearly NOAA State of 
the Climate report in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological 

Society (BAMS), satellite based soil moisture measurements have 
been established as a key contributor to the global climate agenda. 
Whilst the quantity of user registrations and number of versions 
released show the success of the ESA CCI Soil Moisture project, the 
quality of citations clearly demonstrates the maturity of the ESA CCI 
Soil Moisture dataset for various applications.

The amount of registered users has been steadily increasing every year. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03032434/48


After several successful ESA CCI SM user workshops the finalisation 
of the project was marked through this last workshop. The aim of 
the user workshop was to show how far the ESA CCI SM product 
has come and the importance of EO Soil Moisture time series as 
variable in support of global wide research. 

The objectives of the workshop:

• provided an overview of ESA CCI Soil Moisture and its support 
to ESA’s primary CCI programme goals;  

• demonstrated how ESA CCI Soil Moisture has supported 
international climate observing activities (e.g. IPCC, Global 
Climate Observing System);

• demonstrated how ESA CCI Soil Moisture has advanced science 
in climate research and other domains; 

• showed how ESA CCI Soil Moisture supports the operational 
services provided by C3S and others;

• identified new applications based on operational long-term 
soil moisture products;

• showed how ESA CCI Soil Moisture has led Austria taking a key 
role in the scientific development of Essential Climate Variable 
products from Earth observation.

For more information follow this link to the webpage of the last 
workshop of the ESA CCI Soil Moisture project.

Our publication “ESA CCI Soil Moisture for improved Earth system 
understanding: State-of-the art and future directions” in the Remote 
Sensing of Environment journal special issue “Earth Observation 
of Essential Climate Variables”, Dorigo et al. (2017) provides a 
comprehensive overview on the current status of the ESA CCI SM 
product. The publication furthermore highlights ESA CCI SM product 
specifications and error characteristics, but also the wide range of 
applications currently using the data. 

Throughout the projects lifetime more than 780 peer reviewed 
publications worldwide have either made an important contribution 
to the generation of the CCI soil moisture product, or made use of it.

Follow this link to see the entire list of publications supporting or 
making use of the ESA CCI SM product: 
https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/

Citation of the following papers is compulsory when using the 
ESA CCI product

Dorigo, W.A., Wagner, W., Albergel, C., Albrecht, F.,  Balsamo, G., 
Brocca, L., Chung, D., Ertl, M., Forkel, M., Gruber, A., Haas, E., Hamer, 
D. P. Hirschi, M., Ikonen, J., De Jeu, R. Kidd, R.  Lahoz, W., Liu, Y.Y., 
Miralles, D., Lecomte, P. (2017).  ESA CCI Soil Moisture for improved 
Earth system understanding: State-of-the art and future directions. 
In Remote Sensing of Environment, 2017,  ISSN 0034-4257, https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.07.001.

Gruber, A., Dorigo, W. A., Crow, W., Wagner W. (2017). Triple 
Collocation-Based Merging of Satellite Soil Moisture Retrievals. 
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing. PP. 1-13. 
10.1109/TGRS.2017.2734070.

Liu, Y.Y., Dorigo, W.A., Parinussa, R.M., de Jeu, R.A.M. , Wagner, W., 
McCabe, M.F., Evans, J.P., van Dijk, A.I.J.M. (2012). Trend-preserving 
blending of passive and active microwave soil moisture retrievals, 
Remote Sensing of Environment, 123, 280-297, doi: 10.1016/j.
rse.2012.03.014

Supporting publications
Whenever the ESA CCI SM product is used for publication, its origin (i.e. the ESA CCI SM 
project) must be acknowledged and referenced.   

Our user workshops
The ESA CCI SM project finished on 15th of November 2018, with a user workshop in 
Vienna after 7 years of successful product development and user cooperation.   

https://www.geo.tuwien.ac.at/news/workshop-invitation-esa-cci-soil-moisture-in-support-of-global-climate-monitoring-2018-09-18/
https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/node/137
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0034425717303061
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0034425717303061
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8046118
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8046118
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0034425712001332
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0034425712001332


www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org
Wolfgang Wagner, wolfgang.wagner@geo.tuwien.ac.at and Wouter Dorigo, wouter.dorigo@geo.tuwien.ac.at

Project management: Richard Kidd, richard.kidd@eodc.eu; Eva Haas, haas@geoville.com 

Our best wishes and thanks
The ESA CCI SM team reached its aim “to develop an operational model where 
research, development, testing and operations are part of one big IT system”.                                                                                                 
The ESA CCI SM product has received more than 6000 registrations 
for download, has directly supported the publication of over 780 peer 
reviewed papers, and feeds into several operational services.  After 7 
years of successful cooperation and important knowledge sharing we say 
thank you to all of our dedicated users, partners and the project team, who 
have contributed to develop and place operational long-term soil moisture 
products on the global agenda.

Our future activities
The ESA CCI SM product has reached a point of maturity where, since 2017, the under-
lying science and retrieval methodologies drive the operational near real time provision 
of a soil moisture service within the EU Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S).
With the inclusion of principals and retrieval and validations 
methodologies developed within the ESA CCI SM project, in the 
operational service, the results of ESA CCI SM activities can be seen 
to be in the heart of the products now being served by ECMWF 
Copernicus Climate Data Store.

With the continuation of R&D to this ECV guaranteed under ESA 
CCI+ activities, and close collaboration with the C3S teams, the 
evolution of the ESA CCI SM product will continue to support the 
climate and wider scientific community both in the provision of 
advance scientific products and operational services.

For further reading

For an overview of the ESA CCI and C3S Soil Moisture products, we 
refer to: 

The Abstract “ESA CCI and C3S Soil Moisture Products: Generation 
and Quality Assurance”, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, 
EGU2018-14945, 2018, EGU General Assembly 2018, Link

The presentation “ESA CCI and C3S Soil Moisture Products: 
Generation and Quality Assurance”, presented at the European 
Geosciences Union General Assembly 2018, Vienna, Link 

For more information about the C3S, visit the EU Copernicus Climate 
Changes Services (C3S) web page: Link

The ESA CCI SM project team 

https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2018/EGU2018-14945.pdf
https://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/sites/default/files/documents/public/Newsletters/20180410_EGU_POSTER.pdf
https://climate.copernicus.eu/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03032434/48

